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A er a bit of a hiatus, it is my pleasure to welcome you to a new issue of Planetary Matters We are in exciting times, with
endless amounts of new data being sent back to Earth daily from throughout the solar system. As highlighted in this issue,
Canadian scientists have continued to make ma or discoveries that have made front page news around the world As
detailed by Ed Cloutis in this issue of Planetary Matters, 2016 also saw the launch of the OSIRIS-Rex mission with the
Canadian-led and made OSIRIS-REx Laser Altimeter (OLA) instrument. As we say bon voyage to this spacecra , we are,
however, faced with the prospect of no conﬁrmed future planetary exploration missions with Canadian instrument
contributions for the foreseeable future. We have missed the boat as they say for the Mars 2020 rover mission, as well as
the next round of New Frontiers and Discovery missions. There has never been a more important time for us to make our
voice heard to the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) and the halls of Ottawa
A critical ﬁrst step in ensuring Canadian participation in future missions is updating the Canadian Scientiﬁc Priorities for
the Global Exploration Strategy, dating back to 200 . This process is being led by Topical Teams created in response to a
CSA Announcement of Opportunity in 2015. I am Chair of the Planetary Geology, Geophysics, and Prospecting Topical
Team. Following the Canadian Space Exploration Workshop, held in Montreal in November 2016, we have formulated 6
dra ob ectives
Document the geological record and processes that have shaped the surface of the terrestrial planets and their moons,
icy satellites and asteroids
Determine the interior structure and properties of the terrestrial planets and their moons, icy satellites and asteroids
Determine the resource potential of the Moon, Mars, and asteroids
Understand surface modiﬁcation processes on airless bodies
Understand the origin and distribution of volatiles (e.g., water ice) on the terrestrial planets and their moons, asteroids,
and comets
Understand the impact threat and hazards posed by impact events on the Earth and other solar system bodies.
If you have comments on these ob ectives or would like to provide input into the resulting Topical Team report, please
contact me.
Finally, I would like to welcome Christy Caudill who is our new Social Media and Newsletter Editor. Please follow us on
Twitter (https //twitter.com/pgg canadian) and Facebook (https //www.facebook.com/PlanetarySciencesDivision) and
check out our new website https //planetaryscience.ca.
I look forward to seeing many of you in ingston for the Annual Geological Association of Canada Annual Meeting.
All the best
Dr. Gordon Oz Osinski
Chair, Planetary Sciences Division
“Meteorites carry within them lessons in extraterrestrial geology and history. Some contain remnants of
the earliest days of our solar system's formation, while others hint at the catastrophic forces unleashed
when asteroids collide.”
~Geoff Notkin, science writer & Emmy Award-winning television host
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Widespread Subsurface
Water Ice in Utopia Planitia

NASA/JPL-Caltech/Univ. of Arizona/J.S. Levy

A team led by Cassie Stuurman from the Centre for Planetary Science and Exploration (CPSX) at Western University in
collaboration with the University of Texas at Austin published their results on a subsurface sheet of ice over 375 000 km2
and up to 14 000 km3 in volume in southwestern Utopia Planitia in late 2016. The work was inspired by previous studies
of periglacial environments in the Canadian Arctic led by Gordon Osinski, a co-author on the study. Morphologies such
as polygonal terrain and scalloped depressions, thought by some to be analogous to periglacial environments on Earth,
led the team to believe that there could be ice present in the subsurface.
The team explored the subsurface environment using the SHARAD (SHAllow RADar) instrument on Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter. This instrument uses radar waves in the 15-25 MHz frequency to image the martian subsurface up to 1 km deep
at 7- 15 m resolution. When radar data were analyzed in the southwestern Utopia Planitia region, long and linear subsurface reﬂections were found. These reﬂections were used to constrain the electrical properties of the subsurface. These
electrical property results can be related to the geologic composition of the material the radar wave passed through.
The radar results are suggestive of somewhat dusty, somewhat porous water ice. This result supports the hypothesis
that the morphologies in the area are in part formed through degradation of a thick, widespread water ice unit. Furthermore, quantifying the volume and thickness of water ice in the midlatitudes helps us better understand the behaviour
of ice deposition during past martian ice age episodes. Additionally, the water ice is at relatively low latitude, down to
approximately 40 degrees. Characterizing mid to low latitude ice deposits could be used to plan future missions to Mars.
Stuurman is currently pursuing graduate research at the University of Texas, Austin - Institute for Geophysics, continuing work on SHARAD data and
ﬁnite-element modelling studies of Martian glaciers and terrestrial analogues.
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The US-Canada OSIRIS-REx
Asteroid Sample Return Mission
Ed Cloutis, Department of Geography, University of Winnipeg
On September , 2016 NASA launched the OSIRIS-REx (Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identiﬁcation, Security,
Regolith Explorer) mission. OSIRIS-REx is intended to rendezvous with a near-Earth asteroid ( ennu), conduct a detailed
survey, identify sample site(s), acquire sample(s) of the surface and return them to Earth for subsequent analysis, with a
scheduled return of September 2023.
The mission includes a Canadian science team involving researchers from ﬁve Canadian universities Winnipeg, ork,
ritish Columbia, Toronto, Calgary. The Canadian science team has expertise in various areas of asteroid and meteorite
science. The team was assembled prior to launch and is heavily involved in mission planning and operations and will
continue to be engaged in the mission to beyond sample return.
Canada is contributing a laser altimeter (OLA OSIRIS-REx Laser Altimeter) to the mission that will be used primarily to
map the surface of the asteroid in unprecedented detail, helping to identify areas on the asteroid that can be sampled
safely, and which have the highest scientiﬁc value.
The Canadian science team will be involved in characterization and analysis of the returned sample. In exchange for
Canada s contribution of OLA to the mission, Canada will be allocated a few percent of the returned sample.
.

Fig. 1. The OSIRIS-REx spacecra compared to a person. The arm extending downward is the spacecra s Touch-and-Go Sample Acquisition Mechanism (TAGSAM). http //www.space.com/20 20-nasa-osiris-rex-asteroid-mission-photos.html

Acknowledgements The OSIRIS-REx pro ect is largely supported with funding from the Canadian Space Agency, NSERC,
and the Canada Foundation for Innovation.
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New Study Sheds Light on the Cosmic
Chemical Origins of the Earth
A ma or contribution to our understanding of the formation of Solar System and planets came from
Canada this year. Dr. Audrey ouvier (University of Western Ontario) and her colleague Dr. Maud
oyet (Clermont Universit , France) published their ﬁndings in the ournal Nature in September
2016. They found that the Earth s isotopic composition for neodymium, a rare-earth element, was at
odds with chondrite meteorites, conventionally taken as the building materials of the Earth.
Cosmochemistry seeks to unravel the fundamental
processes and conditions that contributed to form habitable worlds such as our own Solar System. The origin and
formation of terrestrial planets and planetesimals can be
traced by comparative studies of geological materials
with meteorites (including from the Moon and Mars) and
sample returned from space missions. Over the last
decade, small di ering amounts of various isotopes of
several elements (e.g., O, Ti, Cr, Sr), not caused by mass
dependent isotopic fractionation processes, were
resolved between planetary bodies. These signatures
have been interpreted as compositional variations within
the protoplanatery disk either present initially in the solar
nebula or created by the addition of extra-solar dust
grains originating from distant star systems. These variations may be thus a consequence of the location of accretion of these materials within the disk, or the timing of
their accretion a er the start of condensation. Prior to
the ground-breaking work of ouvier and oyet, it was
widely accepted that the Earth s mantle and crust developed their compositions through time from chondrites
due to an o set in the Neodymium-142 isotope (142Nd)
formed by the decay of Samarium-146 (146Sm), a radiogenic isotope which was only present for the ﬁrst 600
million years of the Solar System history and is now
extinct. The Earth, in this scenario, accreted from chondritic materials and acquired its composition by early
di erentiation of the planet s silicate layers producing
di erent abundances of Sm from Nd. Nevertheless, such
model required the existence of a complementary but
missing reservoir which had been potentially lost to space
during its early impact history or was hidden within the
deep Earth remaining untapped so far in mantle-derived
rock records.
The new study by ouvier and oyet, however, shows
that the bulk silicate Earth and other extraterrestrial
ob ects such as refractory inclusions (condensates from
the solar gas) found in carbonaceous chondrites indeed
shared the same initial levels of 142Nd at chondritic Sm/Nd
elemental abundances for the Earth. In contrast,the
di erent groups of chondrites with identical Sm/Nd
ratios show increasing deﬁcits in their respective initial
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abundances in 142Nd which appear to be correlated with
their presumed distance of accretion from the Sun. They
thus identiﬁed that the o set of 142Nd abundance
between the Earth and chondrites was not produced by
early silicate di erentiation from chondritic materials, but
were already present within the disk. These variations
found for 142Nd and for other stable isotopes of Sm and
Nd are caused by a non-uniform distribution of dust
grains (and hence elements with di erent isotopic compositions) from previous generations of stellar systems,
with subsequent incorporation of these in various
proportions to the planetary bodies of our Solar System.
Such ﬁngerprints indicate that the Earth was primarily
built from materials formed closer to the Sun with the
closest match of meteorite groups being so far enstatite
chondrites. Such building materials would nevertheless
question the elemental composition of the lower mantle.
The Earth was probably made from di erent types of
planetary materials, some of them being probably not
available anymore for meteorite sampling. The discovery
every year of new types of meteorites of unknown origins
provides an exciting endeavor to establish such genetical
links. Finally, their ﬁndings remove the need for a missing
reservoir in the Earth and constraints on the timescales
for mantle di erentiation.
Christy Caudill and Audrey Bouvier, Dept. of ES & CPSX, Western University

Adela Talbot // Western News

ouvier is a NSERC Canada Research Chair (CRC) in Planetary Materials
and an assistant professor in Isotope Geochemistry and Cosmochemistry in the Department of Earth Sciences and the Centre for Planetary
Science and Exploration (CPSX) at Western University. She is currently
se ng up state-of-the-art laboratories at Western for trace metal
isotopic studies of geological and extra-terrestrial materials.
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CSA-CREATE Mars Sample Return (MSR)
Analogue Mission
Tim Haltigin and Vicky Hipkin, Canadian Space Agency; Christy Caudill, Western University
The Canadian Space Agency (CSA) Mars Sample Return Analogue Deployment (MSRAD) successfully
completed mission operations in November, 2016. With the end of this mission experience, students
in space sciences across Canada say goodbye to the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada (NSERC) Collaborative Research and Training Experience (CREATE) program Technologies and Techniques for Earth and Space Exploration , which supported Canadian student participation in preparing for future space mission activities. Canadian Space Agency collaboration with
this CREATE pro ect resulted in students taking key roles in one of the MSRAD mission simulations,
also known as CanMars.
The next generation of rovers that will explore the Martian surface have the express goal of answering the
age-old question about life on Mars does it or has it ever
existed? The upcoming ExoMars (2020) rover mission is a
oint venture between the European Space Agency (ESA)
and the Russian Space Agency Roscosmos, with rover
wheels and chassis being built by Canadian company
MacDonald, Dettweiler and Associates Ltd. (MDA) and
navigation cameras by Neptec Design Group Ltd. ExoMars
rover aims to collect and analyze material that may
provide evidence of the existence of past or present life.
In addition, NASA s Mars 2020 rover mission will focus on
seeking the highest priority samples that may contain
ancient biosignatures for eventual return to Earth.
There are still a number of open questions about how
these missions can be best conducted. The MSRAD #CanMars mission simulation therefore focused on ve ng
operational, procedural, and sample acquisition workﬂows of such a mission in a terrestrial environment,
where e cacy and limitations of all aspects of a
rover-based mission can be validated by geologists and
engineers in the ﬁeld a erwards.
This so-called analogue mission was conducted at a site
in the Utah desert near the town of Hanksville. The
location was chosen due to its ancient ﬂuvial channels
and lake deposits, similar to features observed in some of
the remaining Mars 2020 rover candidate landing sites. A
suite of stand-in and integrated instruments on board the
CSA Mars Exploration Science Rover (MESR) also built
by MDA. were hand-picked to closely mimic the capabilities available to the NASA Mars 2020 rover.
Remote operations were conducted at Western University, led by Dr. Gordon Osinski, and carried out by a team of
over 50 graduate students and post-doctoral fellows from
Western University, University of Winnipeg, ork University, McGill University, and University of ritish Columbia.
International participants in the MSRAD campaign includ
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Fig. 1. MESR at the Utah deployment site; Image Credit: Canadian Space Agency

-ded NASA – Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Stony Brook
University, the University of Nevada - Las Vegas, UK
National History Museum, Imperial College London,
University of Leicester, and the United Kingdom Space
Agency (U SA). Parallel technology testing was conducted
by U SA, who focused on testing and validating instruments for the ExoMars rover mission under the MURFI
project, and the German Space Agency (DLR).
The remote science operations team at Western University planned the rover traverses and executed the commands daily from October 31 to November 18. The team
successfully interpreted the geologic context of the
region, assessing paleoenvironmental habitability potential, and caching samples for return with potential for
preservation of ancient biosignatures. The success of
these interpretations will be conﬁrmed by subsequent
analysis of samples and validation from a team of ﬁeld
geologists who independently investigated the site.
The outcomes of the #CanMars mission, perhaps the
highest-ﬁdelity MSR analogue mission conducted to-date,
represent the ongoing contributions from the CSA and
Canadian scientists in support of future Mars missions.
The CREATE pro ect itself was a huge success, allowing
students and post-doctoral fellows experience, expertise,
and collaboration with international space agencies. This
unique integrative training served to cultivate a strong
Canadian workforce in space sciences.
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3rd Landing Site Selection Workshop
for the 2020 Mars Rover Mission
Monrovia, CA, February 8–10, 2017
http //marsnext. pl.nasa.gov/workshops/wkshp 2017 02.cfm

The 48th Lunar and Planetary Science
Conference, March 20–24, 2017
The Woodlands, Texas
http //www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2017/

European Planetary Science Conference
September 17–22, 2017
Riga, Latvia
http //www.epsc2017.eu/

Canadian Space Summit returns to
Ottawa for Canada's 150th anniversary
November 21–22, 2017
chair.ottawa AT css.ca

80th Annual Meeting of the Meteoritical
Society, Sante Fe, New Mexico, USA
July 23–28, 2017

Geological Society of America Annual
Meeting
October 22–25, 2017
Seattle, Washington

http //metsoc2017-santafe.com/

http //geosociety.org/GSA/Events/Annual Meeting/GSA/Events/g-

The 2017 Annual meeting of the GAC-MAC, May 14-1 , 2017, in ingston will coincide with the 175th anniversary
of the founding of the GSC in ingston. The Geological Survey of Canada, Canada s oldest scientiﬁc agency, was
established by the legislature of the Province of Canada in 1 42, in ingston, Canada West.
The Department of Geological Sciences Geological Engineering at ueen s and the GSC will be hosting this celebratory event at ueen s University.

Submit to These Planetary Sessions!
Online Submission Availble through 31 January 2017
Session 1 Environmental Issues
Session 2

uaternary Systems

Session 3 Geochemical Systems
Session 4 Tectonics
Session 5 Earth Surface Systems Past and Present
Session 6 Geological Engineering
Special Lectures Past, Present and Future Status of the GSC
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M.Sc.Thesis Opportunity (May or September 2017)
Mapping Volcanic Feeder Systems on Our Sister Planet, Venus

Although similar in size to the Earth, Venus has some dramatic differences: no plate tectonics,
runaway greenhouse conditions, and widespread intraplate volcanism including some dramatic
magmatic centres with associated giant rifts systems related to mantle plumes. Along with
international colleagues, we have a program to produce a global map of dyke swarms on Venus
using radar images from the Magellan mission. The selected student will use ArcGIS and the
Magellan data to systematically map and interpret the plumbing system for major volcanic
systems in their own map area on Venus. They will use their new data sets to provide a revised
magmatic and tectonic history for their ‘field’ area.
Terms and conditions:
• We are seeking a full-time student with an excellent academic standing.
• The student will register for a M.Sc. in the Department of Earth Sciences at Carleton
University. The project starts in May 2017 or September 2017.
• The student will be co-supervised by Dr. Richard Ernst (Scientist-in-Residence) and
Dr. Claire Samson.
• We are offering Research Assistantship funding. The student will apply for a Teaching
Assistantship. The level of funding available is adequate for a student paying domestic
tuition fees.
The ideal candidate has an undergraduate degree in science and is interested in magmatic
systems, tectonics, and remote sensing. If interested, please send an email to
Richard.Ernst@ErnstGeosciences.com or claire.samson@carleton.ca with: (1) a short
statement indicating why you are interested in the project, and (2) a photocopy of your
transcript. Deadline is Monday 23 January 2017.
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NASA TV

NASA

This year marks 15 years since the launch of Canadarm2, Canada’s iconic robotic arm (photo, left). The 17-m arm assembled
the International Space Station (ISS) and remains invaluable to move supplies, assist astronauts in performing maintenance,
and capturing and docking unpiloted spacecraft. In April 2016, the SpaceX Falcon 9 launched its Dragon cargo spacecraft to
the ISS, delivering the Bigelow Acitivty Module (BEAM; photo, right). Canadarm2 successfully unpacked the payload and
attached the BEAM to the ISS, which allows a testing of the capabilitites of expandable habitats to protect space explorers
against temperature extremes, radiation, and micrometeorite strikes.

CONTACTS

If you would like to contribute...
The next issue of Planetary Matters will be out in late 2017 and will include
the latest updates from current planetary missions.
If you want to write an article for us, have research you would like to
publicise, have student funding opportunities or just a fantastic image to
share, we want to hear from you!
Editor: Christy Caudill (ccaudill@uwo.ca)
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